
January 11, 2019 
 
From:Libby Madarasz 
205 Locust Lane 
Exton, PA 19341 
Resident of Meadowbrook Manor 
 
To: Ms. Rosemary Chiavetta 
 Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission 
 Commonwealth Keystone Building 
 400 North Street, Second Room  
Harrisburg, PA 17120 
 
RE: Jerry McMullen, et al. v. Sunoco Pipeline L.P. FLYNN FORMAL COMPLAINT AND PETITION Complaint 
No. C-2018-3006116 
Docket No. P-2018-3006116 
 
 
Dear Secretary Chiavetta, 
 
I am writing to you today in support of Jerry Mcmullen and the other plaintiffs in their  request that  the 
PUC  conduct a review of Sunoco’s public awareness program.  If the PUC determines that Sunoco is 
unable to comply with applicable law, I ask that the PUC direct Sunoco to cease operations on the ME1 
and workaround pipeline as defined in the Complaint. 
 
The workaround pipeline increases the volume of hazardous, highly volatile liquids being transported 
through my neighborhood, past the stores where I shop, the library I frequent, and my daughter’s 
school. . The repurposed ME1, has greatly increased risk of injury, death, and property damage for me 
and my family.  I strongly support the requirement that the Commission perform a thorough review of 
Sunoco’s public awareness program, including public outreach and education process, and emergency 
procedures sufficient to ensure the safety of the public in the event of a leak or rupture of the pipeline. 
I have lost faith because Sunoco failed to provide to the public any legally adequate guidance, such as an 
emergency notification system or emergency management plan.  We are left with great questions and in 
fear.   
 
Knowing Sunoco’s pathetic safety record it is extremely disconcerting with the age and questionable 
condition of The ME1 and workaround pipeline, the ME2, and ME2X.  Great questions surround the pipe 
and its welds, pipe materials, wall thicknesses, and the depth at which ME1 is buried. In Jerry 
McMullen’s yard, it is only 20” below the soil  and 25 feet from his bedroom!   Based on Sunoco L.P.’s 
safety history I strongly feel that  operations on Mariner pipelines be halted until  the safety of our 
neighborhood and environment can be assured.   
 
Respectfully submitted, 
Libby Madarasz 
 
 
 
  



 
 
 
 
 
 


